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600 Neo Starter's amazing palatability and early acceptance lends itself 
to fit as both a creep feed and the IDEAL option post weaning. (1-2 bags 
per litter). Creep 600 in the crate a week prior to weaning. 

603 is an option between 600 and 606 Blitz. 603 feeds much like 606 
Blitz with an ACCELERATED response.

606 Blitz delivers QUICK BLOOM for a reliable SALE-READY look.

Maintain bloom on 7 to 10-week-old pigs with 612.

648 is a GREAT OPTION when selling at an older age (9-15 weeks). Will 
promote PROPER BLOOM without being overly aggressive in extreme 
muscle development. Very good receiving feed. 

GROWER/
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Scud Missile is great to start on, for the final push or anytime for extra BULK & MASS. 
Extremely quick results when FAT & BLOOM are needed. Mixes great with 632 (even 
more bulk) or 685 (even fleshier) to fine tune.

Great option with Safe Guard de-wormer. 632 is the feed for MUSCLE & SHAPE. It can 
be fed anytime throughtout the feeding period. Blends great with 685 (to grow and 
maintain) or 611 (for more bulk).

For feeding ease, 672 is a 50/50 blend of 632 & 685 for the same success with no 
mixing. Great for the middle stage of the feeding period to MAINTAIN development. A 
convenient option to reap the benefits of the tried & proven feeds in one.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

685 is the 16% of choice as it allows you to MAINTAIN a proper growth rate and muscle 
development. 685 is truly a SAFE feed that preserves a show-ready look. Blends great 
with 632 (to grow and maintain) or 611 (to flesh even more).

The original SHAPE & GUTS. O�ers a SOFT & FRESHER look on heavy muscle pigs. 
Feed continually for more RIB & FLANK. Pairs great with 611 in the end to add fullness 
and freshness.

688 is gaining popularity as a solid option through the critical phase of development.  It 
supports all the essential requirements for appropriate growth  with a HIGHER FIBER 
level.  This balance lends itself to be a great option for breeding gilts.  
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GAIN &
MASS

TONE &
SHAPE

ELECTROLYTE

Formulated to get MAXIMUM response. Rely on this Ractopamine product for extra 
performance in the show ring on MASS & SHAPE.  For ease of feeding and consistency. 
Feeding rate: 4 oz = 4.5g/ton, 8 oz = 9.0 g/ton.

23% 7% 1.5% Meal/Pellet Ractopamine

Coconut-oil based product that can be used as an added source of FAT. You feed less 
Full Figure than similar fat supplements to get desired results. Start with 2 oz per 
feeding and can work up to 6 oz per feeding if needed. Great when fed wet or dry.

4% 80% N/A Meal
FAT

AND
COVER

Full Figure N/A

This liquid energy supplement is quickly accepted with a RAPID result in FRESHNESS. 
Dial N is a must-use supplement the week before your target shows. 1 to 3 oz per feeding.2.75% 52% 0.22% LiquidDial N N/A

XXL

N/A
Use Tune N to MANAGE or BURN excess fat. Works great in conjunction with XXL or 
Vitamin P to more rapidly achieve a trimmer and shapelier appearance. Start with 
feeding 2 oz per feeding for 6 to 10 days before your target show.

65% 0.5% 5.5% MealTune N 

RactopamineMeal
Great to grab SHAPE and MASS at the end. Comprehensive probiotic and yeast profile with a 
superior pH bu�ering system. Feet First® program for excellent foot integrity during use. Start 
with 1 oz = 4.5 g per feeding and work up to 2 oz = 9 g per feeding when needed.

20% 4.5% 3.4%Vitamin P 

N/A

Meal N/A Designed to be fed to harder made pigs needing SOFTNESS & BODY.
Feed 1/4 to 1/2 pound per feeding. Works great wet or dry. 

14% 14% 0.7%Slop

Powder
Great electrolyte to increase FLUID CONSUMPTION and MUSCLE HYDRATION at the 
show! Enhanced flavor and scent to get them drinking and keep them drinking. Mix 
two ounces per 8 quart bucket.

4.8% 6.0% N/ALife Saver 

VFD
Lincomycin

Mix Linc’ed Up Type B Medicated Feed with base feed to achieve desired grams per 
ton of Lincomix Type C medicated feed in accordance with VFD. One level scoop of 
Linc’ed Up equals 2oz.

16% N/A 1.2%Linc'ed Up

THE LINDNER TEAM

Joint Supplement (contains Hyaluronic Acid, Glucosamine, Chondroitin Sulfate, and 
Collagen). Ulcer preventative included. Prebiotics for APPETITE & GUT HEALTH. 
Feed 1 oz of System Mechanic daily.

24% 11% 2% Meal
JOINT

& TOTAL
HEALTH

System
Mechanic N/A

ADAM CROUCH 765-432-6589MARKETINGBRIAN HINES 269-832-1401IN/MI/OH/PA/MD/KY/TN

KADE HUMMEL 815-419-7914KS/CO/MO/WY/SD/ND/NE/OK

ED TICE 765-438-3456IA

NICK MAUCK 765-729-3162CA/GA/AZ/FL/IN

TY EGNELL 309-255-8808IL/MO/AR/MS/IA/MN
MARK STANDLEE 806-683-4874AR/LA/NM/OK/TXCARRIE BROCKMAN 217-251-3245AR/LA/NM/OK/TX LUKE LINDNER 830-431-1183AR/LA/NM/OK/TX

CONDA MAZE 281-641-4017AR/LA/NM/OK/TX
KELTON MASON 936-232-2124AR/LA/NM/OK/TX


